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The Joy DI Flight 
VAN'S HOMECOMING 

B Y B ONNIE L EWIS 

How often do you think about the joy of flight and 
what it means in your life? I think about it often, but 
never more than on our recent trip to Oregon. I 
remember thinking, "only crazy people would fly 
themselves from Dallas to Hillsboro, Oregon, for a 
weekend fly-in." But there we were getting up at 5 
a.m. and loving it. 

At about 7 a.m. , Wednesday, August 31, three 
RV's and one Cessna 182 took off from Aero Country 
and headed west into blue skies. Ann and Mel 
Asbury were in 168TX, Red Marron and Pat 
McClung in 202TX, Marvin Brott in 91 TX, and 
Bonnie and Tom Lewis in 2814Y. We were in the air 
only minutes when three more RV's checked in on 
122.75. A few minutes ahead of us were Claudia and 
Martin Sutter in 868CM, and Bill and Bobby Akins in 
85TX from Hicks, and Wanda and Boyce Rose in 
l 64BW from Lakeview. For the next two days 
122.75 was never silent and thirteen friends shared 
the joy of flight. 

There were showers and low clouds expected in 
the pan handle and eastern New Mexico so the RV's 
decided to take a southern route, stopping in Big 
Springs for fuel. From there the RV's took two routes 
with Red and Pat refueling at Falcon Field in the 
Phoenix, AZ, area, overflying the high country of 

Flagstaff, the 
Grand Canyon, 
and Lake Mead. 
The rest 
stopped at 
Deming, NM, 
and Flagstaff, 
AZ, and flew 
over the Grand 
Canyon. 
Bonnie and 

Tom in the mean time decided to head toward 
Roswell, NM, with their IFR charts as a back up plan. 
The charts were never needed as they only found a 

few sprinkles and a few miles of low cloud. After 
stops at Roswell and Farmington they managed to 
cover the Mesa Verdi, the Red Mesa, Monument 
Valley, Lake Powell, Bryce Canyon and Zion Canyon. 
After a day filled with the joy of the sky and the beau
ty of the earth we all, six RV's and one Cessna, 
arrived in St. George, Utah, from three different paths 
at the same time. That's right, all in the pattern at the 
same time, and what a pattern it was with a 20 knot 
direct cross wind. If you've not been to St. George, 
you must go. 
The runway is .. 
atop a mesa and 1 

a motel and 
restaurant are 
right across the 
road with a 
beautiful view 
of the town with 
the Zion 
Canyon in the 
back ground. Ask Red or Pat sometime about the tur
bulence south of St. George. I think there was some
thing about hitting the canopy and passing the stick. 

The next morning found our travelers ready for 
another early departure. The only problem? No 
Coffee!! Everyone took off without caffeine except 
Red who remained behind to make a pot on his own. 
Five RV's headed for Winnemucca, NV, on to Sun 
River, OR, for lunch, over Crater Lake and finally 
into Hillsboro, OR. Red, Pat, Tom and Bonnie head
ed for Lake Tahoe and landed ·in Auburn, CA, for 
brunch. They continued north to circle Mt. Shasta 
and landed next to a mountain lake in the pine forest 
at Trinity Center, CA. The rest of the day we were 
treated with hanger stories under the pine trees, a few 
landings to grade, eagles soaring, dinner up the road 
at the Sasquach, more stars that anyone could count, 
and a quiet night's rest in the motel at the north end of 
the runway. 

Friday the five RV's already in Hillsboro did 
some local flying taking in Mt. St. Helen's and some 
coast line. 202TX and 2814 Y left Trinity Center for a 
40 mile flight down the lake valley to Hayfork, which 
had been recommended by some local pilots as the 
place to go for breakfast. To our disappointment, 
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Location of Regular Meeting Has Been Permanently Moved to Farmers 1;3rancti Library 
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Oct. 8th Fly-in 
The October Fly-in will be held at Aero Country, 
graciously hosted by Mel and Ann Asberry. The 
Asberry 's have also extended an invitation to a local 
Ultralight club. We should have a great turnout. Our 
Chapter trailer will also be there brimming with good 
food and cold drinks. See ya there! 
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Oct. 4th Meeting 
Please Note: The Regular Meeting will now be held 
at the Farmers Branch Manske Library. See the new 
location on the map below. We will be using the 
library as our new PERMANENT LOCATION. 
Unfortunately, as of presstime, the regular Meeting 
topic and/or speaker had not been pinned down. 
Mr. Robbins is desperately attempting to confirm 
several possible leads, but was unable to give any 
definitive answers. One way or another, we'll have 
an engaging show ready for your entertainment at 
the Meeting. ~ 
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Farmers Branch Manske Library, corner of Webb Chapel Rd and 
Golfing Green Dr. First Tuesday of each month, 6:30 - 8:45 pm. 

October Calendar 
October 4: Regular Meeting 
Farmers Branch Manske Library, 6:30 pm-8:45 pm 

October 8: Fly-in at Aero Country Airport 

October 1 3: Directors Meeting 
Farmers Branch Manske Library, 7:00 pm-8:45 pm 

October ZS: H. Echoes Assembly 

Director's Meeting, 9/15/94 
~ The Asberry's volunteered to host the October Fly-in. 

~ Tom and Bonnie Lewis volunteered to host the 
October Hangar Echoes Assembly. 

~ Discussion of possible November Fly-in sites. 
Richard Robbins suggested Mesquite as a site with 
him as the host. 

~ Discussed Chapter Officer Nominations. A list of 
possible candidates was assembled with several 
current officers volunteering to contact those 
individuals by phone. 

~ Chapter Christmas Party was discussed. A date 
was set: December 7th (Wednesday) at the Farmers 
Branch Adult Aetivity Center ( our former meeting 
place). 

~ Sam Cooper offered an explanation of his efforts 
to get a reasonable excuse from Farmers Branch 
regarding our displacement from our former 
meeting location. 

~ Mel Asberry has a friend with a collection of tools 
which he would be willing to donate to the chapter 
if we would be able to use them. 

~ Discussed All American Sport Aviation Fly-in. 

~ Discussed Kerrville FLO. Still need help with 
judging aircraft. Discussed possible list of judges 
from our chapter. 

~ Discussed Kerrville work group volunteers. This 
will conflict with our fly-in. 

~ Steve Horn resigned as newsletter editor as of 1/95. 

~ Discussed possible candidates for a replacement 
newsletter editor. 

Hangar Echoes Assembly 
The Hangar Echoes assembly will be held October 
25th at the home of Tom and Bonnie Lewis, 3714 
Penny Ln., Carrollton, 394-1895 starting at 7 :00 pm. 
The Lewis' have a RV-6A under construction. 
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A Letter From The President. .. 
Dear Fellow Members, 

As you all know, Fall has started quickly here, with the recent fair and cool weather being a pleasant 
change after the typical heat of our summers. But, the cooler weather also brings with it a flurry of 
regional Fly-ins and Airshows. This is a great time of year to take some in. 

Our September 
Fly-in at the Flying 
"O" near Ennis was 

its usual terrific suc
cess. We had about 
32 aircraft fly in. 
Well over one hun

dred people shared 
the barbecued sausage and covered dish lunch. We all enjoyed the aircraft, and camaraderie at this 
beautiful grass strip. I would like to extend a very heart felt thank you to Mary Jane and Henry 
Odlozil and family for being such gracious hosts at their airport and home. 

I would also like to thank Gary Vandergriff for hosting our August 30th Hangar Echoes 
newsletter assembly. We all enjoyed the chance to check the progress on his Midget Mustang project. 

On September 16-18 the first annual All-American Sport Aviation (AASA) Fly-in at Alliance 
Airport in Fort Worth was held. The weather on Friday morning was poor, with about 3 inches of 
rain falling. This made planned aircraft and automobile parking areas unusable. But, the cold front 
blew through and gave us wonderful weather for the rest of the weekend. 

For a first year event, the AASA Fly-in went about as well as we could have Suspected. The 
vendor turnout was terrific, most of them plan to return next year. Between 400-500 airplanes 
came in (1000 operations), and over 5000 tickets were sold. The Fly-in covered its expenses. 

The planning for the 2nd AASA Fly-in is already starting. Preliminary comments are that it 

would stay in September, possibly moving to a little earlier in the month. As one of the volunteers 
for the event, I will be providing feedback to the officers and other volunteers. If there were things 
you liked and did not like, please tell me. I will pass your comments on. 

In addition, several Chapter 168 members received awards for their aircraft. Owen Bruce's and 

Jim Rushing's Luscombe SE was Grand Champion Classic. Ann and Mel Asberry's RV-6 was 
Grand Champion Kit-Built. Bill Wisley's Hyperlite was grand Champion Ultralight. Danny Clark's 
MiniMAX was Reserve Grand Champion Ultralight. Congratulations! 

Some reminders on Chapter activities for October. The elections for our 1995 Officers will be 
held during the October Meeting. Our October Fly-in will be hosted by the Asberry's at Aero 
Country in McKinney. This airport is also home to a number of other Chapter members. And 
finally, Bonnie and Tom Lewis will be hosting the Hangar Echoes assembly in late October. I am 
looking forward to seeing the progress on their RV-6 project. 

Let's keep building and restoring, so we can keep them, and us, flying. 
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No wood! No Nails! No Glue! 
B Y RYAN SEALS 

My first airplane was a Luscombe 8A. I made my first 
Solo in a Luscombe. I had my first crash in a 
Luscombe. I did my first spin in a Luscombe. The list 
goes on - firsts for most of the things one does in an 
airplane. I have a very special place in my heart for 
Luscombes. 

This story will be a mixture of reminiscing 
about my Luscombe experiences and a book review 
of a couple of Luscombe books I have enjoyed. Many 
of todays pilots have never sat in a Luscombe, quite a 
few have never seen one. Yet just about all owe a debt 
of gratitude to Don Luscombe. The Cessna 120 (and 
its descendant offspring - Cessna's 140, 150 and 152) 
was a near copy of the Luscombe. 

At one time I started research on the timing and 
design relationships between the Cessna 120 and the 
Luscombe 8 and found a lot of "coincidences". By 
doing a lot of "same perspective" photos I found the 
resemblance very striking. Such details as the triangu
lar external "ribs" (an idea that Luscombe may have 
borrowed from the contemporary Stearman
Hammond metal airplane) to strengthen the ailerons, 
elevator, rudder and trailing edge of the wing were 
first used in small airplanes by Luscombe. Both used 
no dihedral, both employed a semi monocoque, metal, 
cone plan form fuselage (which allowed use of flat 
wrapped aluminum sheets) and both first came with 
fabric covered "V" strut braced aluminum structure 
wings. The Cessna which came a little later had the 
advantage of the newer (at that time) C-85 engine and 
the (at that time) newly patented "Whitman" spring 
steel landing gear. The Cessna also enjoyed the newly 
(again-at that time) introduced toe brakes while the 
Luscombe ( coming from the older Monocoupe 
designs) still used the heel brakes common on earlier 

planes. The Luscombe coming from the older open 
cockpit times used windows in the roof of the cockpit 
in an effort to give those accustomed to open cockpits 
a view above them. The (clone) Cessna 120 borrowed 
this window arrangement and kept using it until the 
C-150 was introduced in 1959. 

The "original" rendering of what became the 
Luscombe 8 was done as a "class" project by students 
in the Luscombe school of Aviation. It drew a lot of 
its character from an earlier Luscombe, the Phantom. 

The books which furnished a lot of what I know 
about Luscombes are: 

"Visions of Luscombe" by James B. Zazas and 
"Of Monocoupes and Men" by John W. Underwood 

Don Luscombe was an ambulance driver in WW I. 
Shortly after the Armistice in 1918 while on assign
ment in France he was taken for an airplane ride and 
really loved it. On returning home Luscombe took 
flying lessons, learned to fly and bought a Jenny. 
Impressed with the unpleasant conditions of open 
cockpit flying he decided to build his own enclosed 
airplane. 

Since he was not an aeronautical engineer he 
elected to employ a skilled airplane builder. As it 
happened Clayton Folkerts was experimenting with 
building airplanes and looking for financial support. 
Luscombe and Folkerts teamed up and started build
ing airplanes. In a long and complex series of events 
they built the early Monocoupe. Monocoupes became 

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 5 
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famous at wi nning races (in the Chicago National Air 
Races of 1930 Monocoupes placed first and second in 
IO of 15 events) Luscombe provided many of the 
ideas which improved the comfort and utility of the 
plane, while Folkerts continued to improve perfor
mance. At one time the CAA used Monocoupes as 
their "fast reaction., transportation. Lindberg had a 
Monocoupe outfitted to his specifications and used 
it for travel. (That plane now hangs in the St. Louis 
Airport.) Monocoupes were highly rated by all. But 
Luscombe had a dream of building an all metal 
airplane. No wood, no nails, no glue. 

At about that time a gentleman named A. K. 
Longren was experimenting with a "stretched metal" 
process which would make Airplane mass production 
possible. Luscombe believed Longren's process was 
the way to build his metal plane. 

So in October 1933 Luscombe purchased the 
Longren patents and tooling and the D. A. Luscombe 
Aircraft Co. was in business. He hired engineers to 
assist in the designs, among them; Ivan Driggs (who 
later designed the Driggs dart for himself), Ross Funk 
(who later joined his brother to design the well known 
Funk with a Model A Ford engine) and a metal artist 
called "Pops" Stroeble. 

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 8 

Directors Meeting Correction 
The following is how the Minutes from the August 
Directors Meeting should have appeared ... 

Heated discussion regarding Chapter 168's displacement to 
the Farmers Branch Library. Sam Cooper informed all pre
sent that we have been permanently moved to the Farmers 
Branch Library. City government made decision to give 
priority to a dance group, despite our written contract and 
our verbal agreement. Discussed possibility of having our 
Christmas party at the Farmers Branch Activity Center. 
Made plans to approach the decision-makers and the 
dance group regarding this topic. 

In a misguided attempt to interject some levity into what 
was a tense, and at times heated debate, I incorrectly 
reported the events as they occurred. Mel Asberry made 
no threats against anyone. I would like to publicly apolo
gize to Mel Asberry and the Chapter for my feeble job of 
taking down the Minutes of the meeting. No sort of-attack 
or offense was intended to be directed towards Mel or any 
other party in attendance at the Directors Meeting. 

In the future, I will attempt to sanitize the writing of 
Hangar Echoes in order to produce a more clinical and 
homogenous document. Sorry Mel, sorry folks! ~ . 

Airplanes 
Instruments 

Engines 
Radios 

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC. 
320 F.M. 1885 E. 

WEATHERFORD, TX 76086 

BOBBY OSBORN 

Aircraft Retrieval 
Damaged Aircraft Storage 

Stephen Smith 

FINA 
presents: 
Jan Collmer 
Aerobatics 
Pitts S2B 

817-682-4220 

Used Parts 
Buy & Sell Problem Aircraft 

(214) 227-1111 
(800) 336-6399 

FAX (214) 227-6176 

low level.Aero Performanco 

• TorquE, Rolls e 
• Tail Slides fl NA 
• Snap roll on take off 

and final approach 
A Real Crowd Pleeser 

Jan Collmer 
14368 Proton Road 
Dallas, TX 75244 
(214) 233-1589 
F11x (214) 233··0401 

(214) 840-1400 BUSINESS 
(214) 864-0346 FAX 
(214) 494-4153 RESIDENCE 

BILL WISLEY 
Sales Associate 

COLDWELL BANKER 
APEX, REALTORS(li) 
300 I S. FIFTH 

GARLAND. TX 750~ 1 
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Hayfork·s valley was socked in with fog. Fortunately, 
there was a hole right over the runway. So diving 
down through the hole for a 140 Kt downwind we 
were able to make breakfast. (the only way 2814Y 
does 140 Kts is in a dive). On the way into town we 
were treated to a walk across a swinging bridge with a 
doe in the ravine below us. Hayfork is a quaint little 
logging town. Ask Pat, he almost bought half of main 
street. After breakfast we flew to Grants Pass for fuel 
and a stop at Chief Aircraft's show room. Finally we 
flew over Crater Lake and on to Hillsboro. 

Friday afternoon at Sunset Acres, the grass strip 
where Van lives, is a great treat for RV lovers. Hours 
are spent watching landings and take offs, walking up 
and down the line reviewing each project, sharing 
ideas with other builders, munching on the blackber
ries that grow in abundance, taking pictures, and the 
evening is topped off with a pot luck picnic in the 
hangar and back yard. 

Saturday is supposed to be a day of flying activ
ities. However, this year we were unfortunate to have 
low clouds and drizzle. So, some spent the day at 
Sunset Acres. Others jumped into rental cars and 
drove to the fly-in breakfast at Twin Oaks. Many 
toured the factory in North Plaine and then tried to 
find the local Hamburger Joint. Filled with hamburg
er two car loads headed out in search of McMinnville, 
Evergreen International Aviation, Inc., and the Spruce 
Goose. What a marvelous opportunity. We were 
given a delightful tour by Jerry Johnson. Jerry is 
doing the restoration with the help of two volunteers. 
We have some concern about such a small crew 
attempting such an enormous task. Jerry took us 
through the small museum first. Our first indication 
of the size of this craft was the 
elevator lying on the floor 
being prepared for recovering. 
Note the picture with Ann 
Asbury standing next to it. 
When we went outside to see 
the Goose, we were greeted by 
a car club of about 100 road-

sters and 200 folks. They were also waiting for the 
tour. We were given an up close and personal walk 
around of the fuselage complete with facts and sto
ries. To our surprise we were then invited to climb a 
temporary scaffolding up to the flight deck 10 persons 
at a time. Once inside we were allowed to sit in the 
pilot and copilot seats while Jerry took our pictures 
with a Polaroid camera. We headed back toward 
Van's somewhat awed by our afternoon. 

Saturday evening was the banquet. So many 
were in attendance that an overflow room was neces
sary. Van's program is very casual. He invited sever
al builders to the microphone to tell their stories. Mel 
and Ann were recognized for their full page cartoon 
fame in the recent "Kitplanes", and Mel got his turn at 
the mic. Van announced that 95 RV's had been count
ed at the Sunset Acres this weekend, and about 450 
people were fed at the potluck picnic. He also report
ed that orders are l 0% above last year so far. They 
have record of 850 RV's flying and hope to have 1000 
in the air by Oshkosh time next year. The only record 
they receive of completed and flying RV 's is the infor
mation builders send them. So if you are a builder be 
sure to keep Van informed of your completions. 

Sunday morning dawned with low but scattered 
clouds. After Van took some air to air photos of the 
RV's, 168TX, 202TX, 91TX, and 2814Y headed for 
the Columbia River Gorge and Twin Falls, ID. The 
other three RV's planned a few more days of touring 
the northwest. After a fuel stop at Boise, ID, our paths 
split, but contact continued on 122.75. Bonnie and 
Tom headed for Flaming Gorge, and Dinosaur 
Monument, spending two nights with Bonnie's brother 
in Vernal, UT. They returned to Aero Country via the 
Black Canyon of the Gunnison, North Pass and Mosca 
Pass on Tuesday. Red and Pat headed east taking 
advantage of great tail winds spending the night in 
Greeley, CO. Ann, Mel, and Marvin spent the night in 
Cedar City, UT, and took in Monument Valley on the 
way home Monday. Again, having taken very different 
routes, 168TX, 91TX, and 202TX arrived back at Aero 
Country within five minutes of each other on Monday. 

What an adventure! I'm thankful for the beauty of the 
earth, for friends to share it, and for the joy of flight. 
~ 
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ECHNICAL CORNER 
B Y M EL A SBERRY 

Emergency Tool Kn 
When traveling cross country, or even just to 
another local airport, one should always carry an 
emergency tool kit. Since my cowling and most 
of my fairings use allen head screws I have 
found a small kit with most allen wrench sizes, 
slot and phillips screw driver heads, a ratchet 
and handle. I also carry a 1/4" drive socket set 
and safety wire, safety wire pliers and cutters. 
Add to this a small assortment of electrical 
connectors, a crimper and a small bag of 
tywraps. All this fits into a plastic case about 
12" x 14" x 1.5". Make your kit appropriate for 
your airplane. You can' t carry everything, but at 
least carry enough to make do. 

Sharp Corners 
While building our airplanes we learn early on 
about radiusing inside comers to prevent stress 
cracks. But how careful are we when it comes 
to outside corners? Of course we knock off the 
sharp points, but how much? I thought that I 
had rounded all of the important corners on my 
RV-6. But after flying it over 165 hours, now I 
am finding several places within the cockpit that 
tend to snag shirt sleeves, shoulder harness, etc. 
These corners are not sharp enough to be 
dangerous. Just annoying. So when dealing 
with comers that will be exposed anywhere, 
make them round whenever possible. 

D.E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O., P.A. 
Family Medicine 

Aviation Medical Examiner 

Office 298-6174 
Ans. Service 521-4111 

222 S. Cedar Ridge 
Duncanville, Texas 75116 

Office Hours By Appointment 

Warnke Wood Prop Failures 
B Y MEL ASBERRY- SAFETY OFFICER 

There have been at least 2 failures recently of the Warnke 
"High Aspect Ratio" propellers. They were both installed 
on 180 hp RV's. Time in service was 70 and 130 hours. 
There was no warning in either case. Both failures were 
just inboard of where the kevlar protective wrap started. 
There are literally I 00's of these props in service, some 
with over 500 hours. These props are no longer available 
(for reasons not related to these failures). ~ 

Kerrville '94 Update 
A NOTAM is being published for Kerrville . The key 
points are as follows: 

During the Fly-in (Fri.-Sun.), there will be no control 
tower at the field. Airport advisories can be received on 
Kerrville Unicom at 122.7. Runway 02/20 will be closed. 
Runway 12/30 will be active. Use RH traffic for runway 
12, LH traffic for runway 30. Contact the San Angelo FSS 
ori 122.2 or 122.3 or Houston ARTCC on 134.2 for 
NOTAM information. 

In addition, the Parade of Flight pattern will be on the East 
side of the field. To participate, you must attend a pilots briefing. 

Finally, Chapter 168 is responsible for Flight Line 
Operations. Our FLO Chairman, Sam Cooper, will need vol
unteers for all three days. If you are not signed up, there will 
be a sign-in sheet at the volunteer tent (next to the announcer's 
stand). A sign-up sheet will be at the October Meeting. ~ 

Chapter 1 BB Full of Winners 
The All American Sport Aviation Fly-in saw four winners 
from Chapter 168. Owen Bruce and Jim Rushing took home 
the Grand Champion Classic award, Ann and Mel Asberry 
were awarded Grand Champion Kit-Built, Bill Wisley's 
Hyperlite was named Grand Champion Ultralight while 
Danny Clark took home Reserve Grand Champion Ultralight 
for his MiniMAX. At the recent Bartlesville Fly-in, more 
"Hardware" was received by some of the Chapter 168 mem
bers. Jim Rushing and Owen Bruce took home the Grand 
Champion Classic award for their Luscombe 8E and Mel and 
Ann Asberry landed the Grand Champion Experimental for 
their RV-6. Anybody want to buy a trophy case? ~ 

1995 Officer Elections 
The 1995 Officer Elections will occur at the October Meeting. 
The slate of nominees is as follows as we went to press: 
President: Sam Cooper 

Secretary: Richard Robbins 

Treasurer: Bo Bauereis, Paul Johnson 
The results will be announced at the October Meeting. 

In the event of a tie for an Officer position, the Chapter 
President will cast the deciding vote. The new Officers 
will assume their posts on January 1st, 1995. ~ 



With thi s collection of talent Luscombe set out 
to build a metal airplane. The end product was the 
now classic ''Luscombe Phantom". The basic design 
was a metal version of the Momo expensive to pro
duce. In spite of the production difficulties the plane 
was popular with the hot rod pilots of the day. A Bear 
to land and expensive to build and maintain it suf
fered from limited the sales and profit. This caused 
many financial problems for the Luscombe airplane 
factory. 
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In an effort to raise money Luscombe started 
training aircraft mechanics and engineers. At the same 
time he started design of a smaller, easier to manufac
ture "Ninety" . This plane eliminated the double 
curved assemblies used in the Phantom and was to 
use a smaller engine. It never really succeeded. 

A surprise to me was the fact that there was a 
bunch of other Luscombes. Such as "the Sprite" a tri 
gear Ford V8 powered 2 placer, a "Transport" that 
had two round engines, twin booms and a high 
mounted wing (ala Aero Commander), the "Spectre" 
a twin pusher, tri gear again with a high mounted 
wing and a low wing, round engine all metal plane 
that looked like a Hughes racer with a Phantom tail. 

The "Ninety" turned out to be too large for the 
smaller engines and did not reach the goal of being 
cheaper to build. Another attempt to cut costs was a 
small plane built around the Continental A-40 -
looked a little like the later developed 8-A. This one 
was called "the Elf' - it did not get to production. At 
the same time in the School the students had been 
assigned a project of designing an inexpensive air
plane. An Instructor named Frank Johnson and his 
students (including Dick Cavin - still an important 
figure in DFW aviation) were working on a project to 
build an inexpensive airplane based on use of the new 
50 HP Continental engine. The model 90 was still on 
the design floor and was referred to as model 4. As 
the student airplane progressed into the design 
process the drawings were labeled model 8. 
Expeditious design and economy led to the use of 
many model 4 assemblies in the new model 8. The 
new airplane still called a model 50 by Luscombe was 
rolled out mid December 1937. It's first test flight was 
made 17 December 1937. The original design had 
exposed cylinders similar to the "Cub". An artists 
sketch showed the engine enclosed and Luscombe 
liked it so well that he had the cowl redesigned. 

The type certificate for the model 8 was issued 
in August 1938. Over 8000 Luscombe 8's were pro
duced some of them in Garland during the late 40's. 
Variations of the model 8 were produced up until 
1960 when a Colorado company which had designed 
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BELA'S AIRCRAFT 
ENG. AND ACCY. SHOP 

F.A.A. CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION SG1R479K 
2711 BROOKFIELD 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 

BELA AMBRUS 
ENGINE SPECIALIST 214/351-1 172 

LAKEVIEW AIRPORT 
Rentals Include J3 Cub and C-150 
Lake Dallas .... Metro 817-321-6226 

AVT E~f,,!,N,f,!ff.!,f G co.. 
RAYMOND MORT, P.E. 
Regist.ered Engineer 

324 Hillview Drive 
Hurst, Texas 76054 

© --

Bus. (817) 282-6940 
FAX (817) 282-6969 

FRED ZIMRING 
EAA Legal Advisory Council 

Zimring & Langley, P.C. 
Office Alpha 
13140 Coit Rd., Suite 203 
Dallas, TX 75240 
/214) 437-3700 

EAA 
EAA Aviation Center 
P.O. Box 3086 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54903-3086 
/414) 426-4800 



and built a tri gear version of the 8-E finally closed 
shop for the last time. 

Luscombe produced a greater variety of planes 
than is widely known . The model IO was a single 
place low wing sport plane that looked like a low 
wing 8-A. The T8F was a two place tandem designed 
as a trainer and tested as an observation plane. The 
model 11 was/is the classic "Luscombe Sedan" 
(which introduced the rear window 20 years earlier 
than Cessna). Don Luscombe's last design was one he 
called the "Colt" . A four place that looked like a 
straight back Sedan. He did not complete the proto
type which was sold to a Dallas company called 
Weatherly-Campbell. They finished and flew the pro
totype, but did not go into production. 

A rumor I heard years ago which alleged that 
Luscombe was not allowed to participate in WW II 
production because of his German ancestry, is not 
true. The Luscombe company was not allowed to 
engage in WW II production, but the cause was, a 
hostile takeover of the company by foreign investors 
had violated financial regulations of the time. 

The story is too long and I have cut and skipped 
a lot to fit it in this space. I have tried to hit the high 
points and to retain the order of events. Hope you 
have enjoyed the summary. 

Flying is - " for the people". ~ 

Hangar Echoes Newsletter 
Editor Calling It Quits 
During the last Directors Meeting I announced my 
resignation as editor of Hangar Echoes. Due to a 
rapidly growing business, a beautiful baby daughter, 
and a patient and loving wife who never sees her 
husband, I can no longer justify donating the time 
required to produce this publication. My last issue 
as editor will be 12/94. 

I considered trying to get additional help to do 
some of the footwork involved with information 
gathering in order to continue as the editor, but when 
I reviewed my records over the past 9 months, I 
discovered that less than 3% of the chapter has 
participated in the newsletter. With that type of a 
tum-out I doubt that this would be a viable alternative. 

I would like to give my sincerest thanks to 
Mel Asberry, Owen Bruce, Steve Marchand and 
Brownie Seals for their regular contributions of both 
technical articles and interesting stories, and to Faye 
Troxel for her expeditious handling of our advertising 
responsibilities. 

It's been fun and interesting, and I've met many 
good people. I hope you've enjoyed most of what 
you've read. ~ 

George Carroll (214) 637-3598 

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY 
7204 P ARWELK 

(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.) 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 

AN • MS • NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES 

RUTHIE'S 
)WINDSOCK. CA.FE1 

Breakfast, Lunch And Daily Specials-Homemade Pies & Cobblers 

AERO COUNTRY 
AIRPORT TX05 

ProSource,,, 
Wholesale Floorcoverings 

Hours: Mon-Fri 8-2 
Sat-Sun 8-5 
Closed Tuesday 
214-347-3077 

Red Marron 

3235 Skylane 
Suite 125 (214) 250-4040 
Carrollton, Texas 75006 Fax (214) 250-6615 

Portable Batteries Replacement Lighting Magnetic Media-Tapes 

Don H. Webb 
1350 East Arapaho, Suite #126 

Richardson, Texas 75081 
(214) 231-5351 

FAX: (214) 231-2269 
1-800-776-5267 

Elect-A-Van Service, Inc. 



The Sunday Flier 
October 1-2 Muskogee, OK 
Airshow 918-683-4581 

October 8-9 Midland, TX 
CAF Airshow ' 94 915-563-1000 

October 1 4• 1 6 Kerrville, TX 
Kerrville Regional Fly-in 

October 21 -23 Reklaw, TX 
10th Annual Flying "M" Ranch Fly-in 
and Camp Out. Contact Dave & Judy 
Mason at 409-369-4362 

October 22-23 Brownsville, TX 
Wings over the Valley Air Fiesta '94 
213-541-8585 

October 22-23 Ft. Worth, TX 
International Airshow 817-870-1515 

TEX-AIR PARTS, INC. 

ii 
DISTRIBUTOR FOR AVIATION SUPPLIES 

Dopes & Fabric Supplies 

Beech/Cessna/Mooney /Piper 
Aircraft Parts 

Over 100,000 Different Part Numbrs in Stock 

All instock items Priced at WHOLESALE or Below. 

When it comes to SERVICE, AVAILABILITY, and VERY COMPETITIVE PmCING try, 
TEX-AIR FOR ALL YOUR AVIATION NEEDS. 

Meacham Field Airport - Branch Addison Airport - Branch 
4201 N. Main St., Bldg N2 4500 Ratliff Ln., Suite 109 
Fort Worth, Texas 76106 Dallas, Texas 75248 

(8171429-6936 {2141931-9896 or (800) 237-2635 

Main Office 
3724 N. Commerce St. 

Fort Worth, Texas 76106-2710 
{817) 624-9882 or (800) 458-1535 

EAA Members Receive an Additional 5% Discount on Most Items. 
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SPRUCE 4130 STEEL 
SPARS CAPSlRIPS TUBING SHEET 

PLYWOOD STITS 
MIL-P-6070 METRIC FABRICS COATINGS 

ADHESIVES 
T-88 FAA APPROVED 

FOAM & FIBERGLASS 

HARDWARD 
AIRPLANE KITS 

KR-1 & KR-2 
POLYURETHANE RESINS & CLOTH 

ALPHA Av1AT10N SUPPLY Co. (v• iJ I VISA I ~ P.O. BOX 8641 • GREENVILLE, lEXAS 75404-8641 ' . ' ' 

Phone: 903/527-3817 

AEROMILLER 
Bruce Miller, Flight Instructor 

Airplane, Glider, or Taildragger 
Box 547, Prosper, TX 75078 

(214) 346-2831 

LONE STAR 
PILOT SHOP 

ADDISON AIRPORT 

LARRY & EARLETTE SHULTS 

4574 CLAIRE CHENNAULT, DALLAS, TX 75248 
214/250-6781 

FAX 214/407-9383 

AERO COUMTRY ESTATES WEST 

Airport Residential Lots and Hanger sites. 
Restricted 

Municipal Water 

contact John Austin-1-34 7-2030 

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT 
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Submining Articles 
to Hangar Echoes 
The edi tor welcomes input. photos and articles from 
Chapter 168 members on topics related to sport 
av iation. It is prefe rred that submissions be made on 
floppy di sk (3 1/2"). Disks can be either Macintosh or 
MS-DOS based. Hard copies of any article submitted 

CLASSIFIEDS 
Aviation ads can be placed by Chapter 168 members free of charge. 

Sell or Trade: Lot on Harbor Point airport 
(on Cedar Creek Lake, 2000' hard surface runway). 
Need parts applicable to Hatz CB-1. Call Ed Olsen 
at (214) 784-8309 home or (214) 782-8361 work. 

For Sale: Revmaster 2100-D, Vacuum system, 
excellent cond. 30hrs. TT, $2100.00 OBO. Will 
trade up or down for RV-6A kit(s). Don Crum (214) 
217-0417, After 3pm Wkdays (214) 263-2095. 

For Sale: MA3A Carburetor. P/N 10-3103, yellow 
tag-venturi and metal float, AD c/w by J&G 
Carburetor in July 94. $700, no exchange req'd. 
Earl Browning (214) 684-7670. 

For Sale: 1980 Cessna Cutlass RG. 4160 TT, 
160 SMOH, Northstat Loran coupled to autopilot, 
DME, Cessna IFR, { place intercom. Hangared at 
ADS. Call Rob for mare information (214) 497-4320. 

ECJ--GS 
We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, 
present, and future, any communication issued by 
Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc. , 
regardless of the form , format, and/or media used which 
includes, but is not limited to Hangar Echoes and audio/ 
video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing 
house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts. 
Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc., does so at 
their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility 
or liability is expressed or implied and you are without 
recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed 
herein is done so as a matter of information only and does 
not constitute approval , sponsorship, involvement, control 
or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh). 
Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there. 

must accompany each disk. Handwritten articles are 
also welcome. 

Steve Horn can be contacted during the day at 
(2 14) 351-3571 or in the evening at (2 14) 350-8703. 
He has his FAX machine on 24 hrs. a day at (214) 
351-0763 . 

Those wishing to send in articles or other informa
tion for publication in Hangar Echoes may send to: 
Steve Horn Design, Inc. 
2351 W. Northwest Hwy. Suite 2140 
Dallas, Texas 75220 

For Sale: Hummel Bird Plans. Both Bill Spring 
and Morry Hummel 6 hour construction video. $21 0 
value for only $120. John Wester: 214-423-8195. 
For Sale: Zenith CH200 project. Plans-built, 
wings, flaps, ailerons, horz. tail. Most material to 
complete airframe. Some parts made by ZENAIR. 
Plans, manual, all newsletters, $3750. Bill Koepp, 
214-348-4878, day or evenings. 
For Sale: Sonerai II Project-Low wing, tail 
dragger, 2 place. On gear. Have all parts to 
complete, including wing modification, 2180 cc VW 
(Monnett conversion), 0 hours. $4000.00. 
Gene: 214-424-9880. 

For Sale: RANS S-9. 80 hrs. TTE&A, 503 Rotax, 
3-blade ground adj. IVOprop, inverted fuel, notch
back canopy, built by RANS as factory demonstra
tor, biue & white poly paint. Airplane in Oklahoma. 
$12,000, (609) 927-0659 or (405) 776-2561. 
For Sale: Dragonfly, 90% built, 82hp HAPI 
engine, Canard and wings complete with first coat 
of paint, Flybuddy loran, Narco com 819, Narco 
transp. w/encoder, will sell whole or part, contact 
Tom Thompson D: 214-475-4646, E:903-583-7377. 
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Technical Counselors 
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Steve Marchand, 475-0571 
Brownie Seals, 248-4335 

Advertising 
Faye Troxel, 492-5 530 

Chapter Trailer 
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Data Processing 
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